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Abstract. General problems associated with the design of compliant mechanisms through the topology opti-

mization technique are defined in this paper due to the lack of comprehensive definitions for these problems in
the literature. Standard design problems associated with rigid body mechanisms, i.e. function generation, path
generation and motion generation, are extended to compliant mechanisms. Functional requirements and the
associated 25 formulations in the literature are comprehensively reviewed along with their limitations. Based
on whether the output is controlled quantitatively or not, these formulations are categorized into two types:
(1) formulations for quantitative design; and (2) formulations for qualitative design. In addition, formulations
that aim to solve the point flexure problem are also discussed. Future work is identified based on the discussion
of each topic.

1

Introduction

A Compliant Mechanism (CM) is a mechanism that gains at
least part of its mobility from the deformation of its flexible
members (Howell, 2001). Figure 1 shows a compliant gripper, and the arrows denote the input forces which drive the
flexural hinges at A, B, C to deform, thereby causing the deformation at the output port D.
The Topology Optimization (TO) technique is an approach
to determine the topology as well as shape of a mechanism or
structure for desired functions using optimization techniques.
The term “topology” in the context of CMs means material distribution such as holes and interconnecting segments
among various points of interest including points which serve
input and output forces and points on the ground object
(Ananthasuresh, 1994). For instance, different numbers of
holes in CMs mean different topologies. It is noted that different topologies as well as shapes have different functions according to the general knowledge framework called FCBPSS
(F: function; C: context; B: behaviour; P: principle; SS: structure/state) (Lin and Zhang, 2004). In the design of CMs,
different CMs, which can be understood as material distributions, fulfill the functional requirements. Thus, designers
Published by Copernicus Publications.

need to select the most appropriate one to fulfill the functional requirements from those distributions or design solutions in a general sense. The performances of all these solutions are analyzed to see if they meet the requirements and
the one that best meets the requirements would be chosen as
the final design.
In the TO, the objective function and constraints are defined to represent different design problems. Variables in the
objective function and constraints represent material distributions. The Finite element model technique is applied to
calculate the response of the material distributions (solutions). The solutions are further evaluated against the objective function and constraints. An optimization algorithm
is employed to update the design variables to generate new
topologies. In all, the basic idea of the TO is to determine
the material distribution in a given design domain for specified function requirements, and optimization techniques are
employed to determine the best material distribution.
Objective functions and constraints are formulated for
function requirements as metrics in the TO for the design
of CMs. In the literature, flexibility, stiffness, mechanical
efficiency (ME), mechanical advantage (MA), geometrical
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Wang (2009a) classified CMs into four types according to the forms of inputs and outputs: (1)
displacement-displacement, (2) displacement-force, (3)
force-displacement, and (4) force-force. However, design
problems and formulations as defined with these attributes
are not the main streams associated with mechanism design.
To the contrary, the main streams for mechanism design are
(1) Function Generation (FG), (2) Path Generation (PG), and
(3) Motion Generation (MG). Therefore, it is necessary to
critically evaluate the literature, and define design problems
for CMs in such a way that they are treated as mechanism
design problems from the very beginning of the process.
This will provide the necessary foundation for future work
in CM design.
Figure 1. A compliant gripper. Courtesy of the Compliant Mecha-

nisms Research Group at Brigham Young University.

advantage (GA), weight, strength and so on, have been defined as objective functions or constraints (Howell, 2001;
Saxena and Ananthasuresh, 2001; Deepak et al., 2009).
Ananthasuresh (1994) pioneered the TO of CM design with a
multi-criteria model and a spring model. In both cases, a CM
is desired to be sufficiently flexible to deform and sufficiently
stiff to bear external loads. Formulations with different combinations of flexibility and stiffness have been studied and
generalized, leading to CMs with a balance between flexibility and stiffness (Frecker et al., 1997; Saxena and Ananthasuresh, 2000). These formulations are all energy-based and
originally from structural optimization which designs structures with the concepts strain energy or mutual strain energy.
Moreover, the underlying logic is that we first try to find and
borrow reasonable and feasible formulations from structural
optimization, and then define CM design problems, accordingly. This, however, is precisely in the inverse order of the
design process. As a designer, one always starts with the design problem, and then tries to search for tools or techniques
(formulations in the case of the TO) to solve the problem.
Instead of formulating CM design problems with energybased concepts, Lau et al. (2001) implemented three formulations for the design of CMs based on functional requirements of mechanisms, i.e. MA, GA and ME. Luo and
Zhang (2012) designed CMs with a formulation involving
both ME and strain energy with input displacement constraint and dynamic response constraint. However, MA, GA
and ME are all of secondary importance in terms of the functional specifications of mechanisms, and the essential functional requirements for mechanism design, e.g. displacement
or force, need to be considered as the first priority.
Deepak et al. (2009) had a comparative study of five formulations, i.e. stiffness-flexibility, MA, work ratio, characteristic stiffness and artificial springs. Three design problems,
namely inverters, crimpers and grippers, were implemented
based on these formulations.
Mech. Sci., 4, 357–369, 2013

2

Design problems for compliant mechanisms

A mechanism is a device which can transfer or transform
force or motion (Howell, 2001). The synthesis of mechanisms is to determine the topology and geometry for desired
motions (motion or force transmission) and other mechanical characteristics. Kinematics and kinetics are two aspects
in respect to the synthesis. For rigid-body mechanisms, kinematics is the study of motion without involving any forces,
while kinetics is the study of force-motion relations. In the
design of mechanisms, desired motions are considered first,
and then the forces associated with these motions are investigated using, for example, Newton’s second law (F = ma)
to compute the force F given the acceleration (a) and inertia
(m) of the mechanism (Norton, 2003).
In rigid body kinematics, applied forces are not considered, since the motion is governed only by the geometry, material distribution, and input motions. For a CM, however, the
applied forces from actuators and/or the environment must be
considered, since the motion is not only governed by the geometry and mass distribution, but also by the forces (i.e. external forces and body forces). That is, in the case of a CM,
kinematics and kinetics merge. This implies that the design
problem, which is generally related to the input and output
ports, is always associated with both the motion and forces.
In the most general form, generalized input motions (and
forces) and output motions (and forces) are described by
h
i
h
i
XIT = xTI θTI and XOT = xTO θTO
(1)

i
h
h
i
PTI = f TI τTI and PTO = f TO τTO

(2)

where XI , XO , PI , PO denote the inputs and outputs of a
CM, i.e. vectors of input displacements, output displacements, input driving forces and output loads (Fig. 2). Further, x and θ denote the vectors of translational and rotational
displacements while f and τ denote the vectors of forces
and moments (Wang, 2009a). Clearly, there could be CMs
with multiple inputs and multiple outputs, but without loss
www.mech-sci.net/4/357/2013/
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Table 1. Four Design Specifications of CM Design.

S

PI, XI
I

PO, XO

Figure 2. Inputs and outputs of a CM.

of generality, our study only focuses on CMs with a single
input and a single output.
The inputs and outputs of a CM are governed by the system’s static equilibrium equations in a matrix form (assuming that the inertia and damping are negligible).

 

 XI   PI 

 

[K]  XO  =  PO 
(3)

 

XS
PS
where [K] is the stiffness matrix of the system and XI (PI ), XO
(PO ), XS (PS ) are the nodal displacements (loads) of nodes in
the input port I, the output port O and the remaining region S.
The stiffness matrix is not necessarily restricted to the CM,
but could also contain the stiffness information of other components in the system. For example, for a system consisting
of a CM, an actuator, and a work-piece, the stiffness matrix
[K] equals [KC ] + [KA ] + [KW ] where [KC ], [KA ], [KW ] are
the global stiffness matrices of the CM, the actuator, and the
work-piece, respectively. Thus, Eq. (3) could represent a system of CMs, actuators and work-pieces. Note that XS and PS
are dependent on XI , PI , XO and PO so that the system equilibrium equations can be re-written as:
"
# "
#
XI
PI
=
(4)
[K]
XO
PO
where [K] is a transformation of the system matrix [K],
and XI , PI , XO , PO are the inputs and outputs of the system
(Wang, 2009a).
The inputs and outputs of the system, i.e. XI , PI , XO and
PO , are the excitations and responses of the system governed
by Eq. (4) due to the equilibrium of the system. The design
problem for such a system is to determine the parameters so
that the system has desired responses with specified excitations. The final designs can be different depending on the
design specifications. Specifications of actuators and workpieces have significant influence on the design so that four
design specifications, as shown in Table 1, are considered
to define design problems for CMs depending on whether
actuators/work-pieces are considered or not in the design.
In the case ➀, none of actuators and work-piece is considered in the design, which means [K] is just the stiffness of
the CM.
www.mech-sci.net/4/357/2013/

Without work-piece
With work-pieces

O

Without actuator

With actuators

➀
➁

➂
➃

In the case ➁, work-pieces are considered in the design
while no actuator is considered, that is, [K] = [KC ] + [KW ].
Therefore, the interaction between the output port and the
loading object (or work piece) is considered. An example of
this would be modeling the work-piece as a one-dimensional
linear spring attached to the output port of a CM, so that [KW ]
is just the global stiffness matrix of the spring in the system.
In the case ➂, actuators are considered while no workpiece is considered in the design, that is, [K] = [KC ] + [KA ].
In the literature, for example, the actuator is simplified as a
one-dimensional linear spring with an applied force.
In the case ➃, both actuators and work-pieces are considered in the design, that is, [K] = [KC ] + [KA ] + [KW ]. The interactions between the CM and the actuators and work-pieces
are considered.
In what follows, design problems of CMs are defined
based on these four cases. The inputs and outputs of a CM,
i.e. XI , PI , XO and PO , are used to describe the design problems, so they are called “problem state variables”.
2.1

Case ➀

For the analysis of a CM in the Case ➀, PO has to be specified. In addition, there are four problem state variables and
two governing equations for the system, as shown in Eq. (4),
so that one more problem state variable (one of XI , PI , XO )
needs to be specified as well to solve the system.
For the design of a CM in the Case ➀, the output displacement is desired to achieve XO∗ , i.e. XO = XO∗ . In other words,
in Eq. (4), either XI or PI could be the known problem state
variable so that the system can be solved. It is noted that by
considering “known” there are two situations: (a) being prescribed or given or (b) being a design variable to achieve a
“best” objective. The same interpretation of “known” is also
true for the case ➁, ➂ and ➃. With the foregoing discussion,
design Problems (DPs) can now be stated as follows:
– DPA: given XI and PO , design a CM so that its XO
achieves XO∗ .
– DPB: given PI and PO , design a CM so that its XO
achieves XO∗ .
Note that any one or two of the PI and XI could also be unknown (unknowns) and need to be optimally determined. For
example, given PO , design a CM and optimally determine its
corresponding XI so that its XO can achieve XO∗ . It is obvious
that, for different inputs (magnitudes or directions or locations), the results of the TO might be very different. Thus,
Mech. Sci., 4, 357–369, 2013
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considering inputs as design variables could lead to more
spaces of solutions. Optimally determining inputs does not
only mean the optimal determination of input magnitudes,
but also directions or locations. These design problems are
not listed but they can be easily extended based on the basic design problems, e.g. DPA or DPB. This treatment can
also be found in other cases and will not be mentioned again
unless necessary.
2.2

Case ➁

For the analysis of a CM in the Case ➁, the output force and
output displacements are coupled by the work-piece whose
global stiffness [KW ]. Therefore, one of the problem state
variables XI , PI , XO , PO should be known to solve the system.
For the design of a CM in case the ➁, either XO = XO∗ or
PO = P∗O could be the desired output. Either XI or PI could
be the known problem state variable so that the system can
be solved. Design problems are stated as follows:
– DPC: given XI and [KW ], design a CM so that its XO
achieves XO∗ .
– DPD: given PI and [KW ], design a CM so that its XO
achieves XO∗ .
– DPE: given XI and [KW ], design a CM so that its PO
achieves P∗O .
– DPF: given PI and [KW ], design a CM so that its PO
achieves P∗O .
Note that any one or two or three of the PI , XI and [KW ]
could also be unknown (unknowns) and need to be optimally
determined. By optimally determining [KW ], the global stiffness matrix of the work-piece, we actually determine the local stiffness matrix of the work-piece and the location of the
work-piece.
2.3

Case ➂

For the analysis of a CM in the case ➂, PO due to the loadingobject has to be specified and either XI or PI has to be specified as well.
For the design of a CM in the Case ➂, the output displacement is desired to achieve XO∗ . Design problems are stated as
follows:
– DPG: given PI , PO and [KA ], design a CM so that its
XO can achieve XO∗ .
– DPH: given XI , PO and [KA ], design a CM so that its
XO can achieve XO∗ .
Note that any one or two or three of the PI , XI and [KA ] could
also be unknown (unknowns) and need to be optimally determined. Be noticed that, by optimally determining [KA ], the
global stiffness matrix of the actuator, we actually determine
the local stiffness matrix of the actuator and the location of
the actuator.
Mech. Sci., 4, 357–369, 2013

2.4

Case ➃

– DPI: given XI and [KA ] and [KW ], design a CM so that
its XO can achieve XO∗ .
– DPJ: given PI and [KA ] and [KW ], design a CM so that
its XO can achieve XO∗ .
– DPK: given XI and [KA ] and [KW ], design a CM so that
its PO can achieve P∗O .
– DPL: given PI and [KA ] and [KW ], design a CM so that
its PO can achieve P∗O .
Note that any one or two or three or four of the PI , XI , [KA ]
and [KW ] could also be unknown and need to be optimally
determined.
The above design problems are general in the sense that
they are not explicitly tied with mechanism design problems,
i.e. FG, PG and MG. Note that these three design problems
are typical for the design of rigid-body mechanisms. For the
design of CMs, they need to be modified to fit into the abovedefined general design problems from DPA to DPL.
FG for rigid-body mechanisms is defined as the correlation
of an input motion with an output motion in a mechanism
(Norton, 2003). A function generator is conceptually a black
box that, for a given value of input motion, an output value
of motion is also specified through a function which relates
input motions and output motions. For example, in a rigid
four-bar mechanism, the function shows the relationship between rotations of input link and rotations of output crank.
While it comes to CMs, the FG is the correlation of the input
with the output in the context of deformable object, which
means that not only displacements but also forces can be one
of the correlated problem state variables. For example, for a
CM for FG designed from DPB, the output displacements of
the CM are correlated with the input forces. All design problems from DPA to DPL can be extended for the design of
CMs for FG by simply considering a function between inputs and outputs. There are many potential applications of
CMs for FG, e.g. displacement amplifiers for PZT actuators
(Canfield and Frecker, 2000), optical modulating component
modulator (driven by comb actuators) which needs a planar
angular rotator to control different angles and to modulate the
dissimilar light (Lin and Shih, 2002).
PG is defined as the control of a point on a mechanism
such that it follows a prescribed path (Norton, 2003). The
position of this point can either be correlated to the input
motion or not. Since the point on a mechanism cannot completely follow the prescribed path, some precision points on
the path are selected so that the point on the mechanism can
approximately follow the path by going through all the precision points. Design problems of DPA, DPB, DPC, DPD,
DPG, DPH, DPI, DPJ, DPH and DPI can be extended for
the design of CMs for PG by simply considering a sequence
of different values of output displacements, i.e. XO , to represent precision points. If the correlation between inputs and
www.mech-sci.net/4/357/2013/
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Figure 3. Compliant-segment motion generation (Saggere and
Kota, 2001).

outputs is not required, then the inputs can be optimally determined as well.
MG is defined as guiding an entire (rigid) body, which is
usually a part of a rigid floating link, through a prescribed
motion sequence, which comprises of desired positions and
orientations of the floating link. However, if the body to
be guided is compliant (flexible), its deformation should be
counted into the position changes. Thus, the task of a CM
for MG is to guide a given slender flexible segment to different desired configurations. That is, the given flexible segment is to be deformed into another specified definite smooth
shape while moving it from its initial configuration to another specified configuration as illustrated in Fig. 3. Such a
task is called “compliant-segment motion generation” task
(Saggere and Kota, 2001). In this paper hereafter we use
“MG” to represent “compliant-segment motion generation”
for short. Thus, MG is to guide a flexible segment of a mechanism through a sequence of discrete prescribed configurations. The configurations can either be correlated to the input motion or not. By defining the configuration changes as
the output displacements XO , design problems of DPA, DPB,
DPC, DPD, DPG, DPH, DPI, DPJ, DPH and DPI can be extended for the design of CMs for MG. If the correlation between inputs and outputs is not required, then the inputs can
be optimally determined as well.
The above discussion is applicable to both planar and spatial CMs. The next section gives a critical review of the literature on the design of CMs through the TO technique.

3

Critical review of the literature

Two key aspects of CM design through the TO technique are:
(1) the working conditions or boundary conditions, particularly force boundary conditions and displacement boundary
conditions; (2) the design purposes, i.e. functional requirements. Boundary conditions determine how a CM interacts
with its environments, i.e. the support regions, actuators and
load objects, and they determine the working conditions of
a CM, particularly force or displacement conditions at the
input port and output port of the CM (the support region
also make a great difference). The functional requirements
www.mech-sci.net/4/357/2013/
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depend on applications, and they determine how the CM is
expected to response under given boundary conditions.
Design specifications that reveal working conditions of a
CM are defined in the previous section of the paper, and these
working conditions are reviewed in the first part of the literature review section. Functional requirements from the perspective of mechanism design are defined in the previous section, and functional requirements considered in the literature
are also reviewed in the second part through discussions of
the formulations that have been built. The third part discusses
about the point-flexure problem in the TO of CMs.
3.1

Boundary conditions

Many studies have, incompletely or with some differences,
designed CMs by considering the work conditions in the design specification ➀, ➁, ➂ or ➃.
Ananthasuresh (1994) specified the input force PI and output force PO in a multi-criteria model. In the model, two
loadings were considered separately. First, a CM was deformed to contact with a stiff work-piece under the input
force PI . Second, as a force of resistance, the work-piece applied output force PO to the CM; meanwhile, the input force
increased to PI + ∆PI . The output displacement XO was considered only from the first loading, i.e. the input force PI .
Although the loads described in the model were the same
with those in the DPB of the case ➀, the loadings were different from the real situation because the output force PO
had influence on the XO and the PO should be considered
into the calculation of XO . Frecker et al. (1997) and Kikuchi
et al. (1998) also considered the same loadings in their designs. Hetrick (1999) also used two loadings, though, in a
different way. First, the output force PO was applied while
the input port was held fixed, then the actuator generated an
input force to actuate the input port so that the output port
moved in the desired direction. The loads described in the
model were the same with those in the DPB of the case ➀,
and the calculated output deformation included the influence
from the PO . Designs based on these approaches are highly
dependent on the output forces. Moreover, the loads of a CM
are usually separated into different loading steps. This is appropriate, most of the time, for the design of CMs in the linear force-deflection range, however, may not be appropriate
in the non-linear force-deflection range.
To account for the stiffness of elastic work-pieces, i.e. the
case ➁, a so-called spring model have been developed (Ananthasuresh, 1994; Saxena and Ananthasuresh, 2000; Deepak
et al., 2009). In the model, the work-piece was modeled as a
spring of constant stiffness, i.e. given [KW ]. However, most
studies have specified input force, as stated in the DPD and
DPF, but not input displacements, as stated in the DPC and
DPE. One exception is the study by Joo and Kota (2004).
They specified, at stated in the DPC and DPE, the input
displacement XI and the stiffness of the spring at the output port. Huang and Lan (2006) explored the influence of
Mech. Sci., 4, 357–369, 2013
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different stiffness values of springs at output port on the optimal topologies. Their research shows that the stiffness of the
spring makes a great difference to the results.
Regarding the way a CM interacts with a work-piece, Sigmund (1997) considered three different loading situations:
(1) the work-piece was stiff and there was no gap between
the work-piece and the output port; (2) the work-piece was
elastic and there was no gap; (3) the work-piece was elastic
and there is a gap. The first situation, in fact, is not a loading case of a mechanism since there is no displacement at the
output port. In the second and third situations, the input force
PI and the [KW ], the same as that in the DPD, were specified.
The third situation can be understood as the nonlinear behaviour of the work-piece. Saxena and Ananthasuresh (2001)
designed CMs for path generation, specifying a sequence of
input forces, PI1 , PI2 , etc., while two linear springs of constant stiffness along two orthogonal directions were used to
model the work-pieces. This is an extension of the DPD for
the path generation problem. However, they did not consider
the coupling between the two linear springs and the nonlinear
behaviour of work-pieces.
To account for the stiffness of both the actuator and workpiece, i.e. the same as those in the DPJ and DPL in the
case ➃, Du et al. (2000) modeled a actuator as a rod element (stiffness is [KA ]) and a force PI ; on the other hand,
the work-piece was modeled as a linear spring (stiffness is
[KW ]). Luo et al. (2005) also considered the same problem.
Pedersen et al. (2001) considered path generation, specifying a sequence of input displacements, XI1 , XI2 , ect., while
output forces, PO1 , PO2 , etc., were considered at precision
points. Tai et al. (2002) also considered path generation,
specifying input displacements, XI1 , XI2 , ect., while the output forces were specified as zeros. Both studies are the extensions of the DPA for the path generation problem. Rai et
al. (2007) considered path generation, specifying a sequence
of input forces, PI1 , PI2 , etc., while the output force were
specified as zeros. This is an extension of the DPB for the
path generation problem.
Regardless of the functional requirements of CMs, there is
no universal boundary condition for the design CMs in the
literature. Certainly, the loading cases ➀, ➁ and ➃ have been
considered, at least to some degree. However, it is important
to note that they are still incomplete and the loading case ➂
has yet to be considered.
To account for the work-piece at the output of a CM, a
spring has been added to the output port to model the behaviour of the work-piece (Sigmund, 1997; Ananthasuresh,
1994). To account for both the actuator and the work-piece, a
spring is added to each port (Du et al., 2000; Luo et al., 2005;
Huang and Lan, 2006; Sigmund, 2002). The spring model,
which is widely accepted in the literature, captures the behaviour of the actuator and work-piece. However, optimal results are highly dependent on the stiffness of springs (Wang,
2009b; Luo et al., 2005) so that the optimal CMs can only

Mech. Sci., 4, 357–369, 2013

work properly with certain actuators or work-pieces which
have the same stiffness.
Translational motions or forces have been considered in
the literature, however, rotational motions or torques (Eqs. 1
and 2) have not yet while rotational inputs or outputs are
essential and common in applications, e.g. optical modulating component modulator (driven by a comb actuator). The
modulator needs a planar angular rotator to control different
angles and to modulate the dissimilar light (Lin and Shih,
2002).
Future work regarding boundary conditions lies in: (1) the
accurate modeling of work-pieces in the case of path generation and motion generation CMs; (2) the design of CMs that
are not sensitive to the stiffness of the work-piece or actuators; (3) the design of CMs with variable boundary conditions, e.g. input forces or support regions are design variable;
(4) the consideration of rotational inputs and outputs. (5) the
design of CMs with specified actuators and output forces, i.e.
the design specification ➂.
3.2

Formulations for functional requirements

Although various functional requirements have been considered in the design of CMs (e.g. inverters, crimpers and
grippers), the design problems can be generalized into two
kinds: qualitative and quantitative design problems. In the
first group, functional requirements include maximized or
minimized mechanical/geometric advantage, work ratio, etc.,
and there is no direct quantitative control over the magnitudes of these performance; in the second group, the functional requirements includes output displacements, geometric advantage, are required to achieve exact values instead
of just being optimized for extreme values. A variety of formulations (Table 2) from either the viewpoint of structure or
mechanism design have been built to address these design
problems. Some of these formulations have been developed
to avoid the flexure-point problem, a very common problem
in most formulations.
When designing CMs for maximized or minimized characteristics, F1–F14 are the most common formulations encountered; thus, the design problems are classified as CM
qualitative design problems. In contrast, when designing
CMs for direct quantitative control over the magnitudes of
characteristics, F15–F21 are the most common formulations
encountered; thus, these design problems are classified as
CM qualitative design problems. When designing CMs for
distributed compliance or the removal of point flexures, F22–
F27 are the most common problems encountered; certainly,
these design problems fall into either the qualitative design
of CMs or the quantitative design of CMs, but with special
attention to the generation of point flexures.

www.mech-sci.net/4/357/2013/
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Table 2. Formulations in the Literature.
References

Functional
Requirements

Formulations

Specified inputs/
outputs

F1 (Ananthasuresh, 1994)

Flexibility-stiffness

Max: w1 · MSE − (1 − w1 ) · SE

PI and PO

F2 (Frecker et al., 1997; Huang and Lan,
2006; Deepak et al., 2009)

Flexibility-stiffness

Max: MSE/SEO

PI and PO

F3 (Nishiwaki et al., 2001)

Flexibility-stiffness

Max:

MSE
w1 ·XO−P +w2 ·SEI+(1−w1 −w2 )·SEO

PI and PO

F4 (Joo et al., 2000)

Flexibility-stiffness

Max:

MSE
w1 ·SEI+(1−w1 )·SEO

XI and PO

F5 (Saxena and Ananthasuresh, 2000)

Flexibility-stiffness

Min: −η(MSE)/µ(SEI), where
∂η(XO )
>0
> 0; ∂g(SEI)
∂XO
∂SEI

F6 (Saxena and Ananthasuresh, 1998)

Flexibility-stiffness

Max:

output energy
SEI

F7 (Kota et al., 2001)

Flexibility-stiffness

Max:

GA
SE

F8 (Ananthasuresh, 1994)

Flexibility-stiffness

Min: SE

PI and
PO = kO ·X O

F9 (Bendsoe and Sigmund, 2004)

Output displacement

Max: XO

PI , PI = g(XI ) and
PO = f (XO )

F10 (Sigmund, 1997; Lau et al., 2001; Wang,
2009c; Deepak et al., 2009)

MA

Max: MA, subjecting to XI ≤ XI∗

PI and
PO = f (XO )

F11 (Lau et al., 2001)

GA

Max: GA, subjecting to XO ≤ XO∗

PI and PO = ks ·XO

Formulations for quantitative design of CMs

PI and
P O = kO · X O ;
PI and
PO = kO ·X O

XO∗

PI and PO = ks ·XO

F12 (Lau et al., 2001)

ME

Max: ME, subject to XO ≤

F13 (Hetrick, 1999; Deepak et al., 2009)

ME

Max: ME

PI and PO

F14 (Canfield and Frecker, 2000)

ME

Max: ME

PI and PO = ks ·XO

F15 (Min and Kim, 2004)

GA*

Min: w1 ·(GA∗ − XXOI ) +(1−w1 )(w2 ·
SEI + (1 − w2 ) · SEO)

PI and PO

F16 (Pedersen et al., 2001)

PG

Min: LSE1

XI and PO

F17 (Saxena and Ananthasuresh, 2001)

PG

Min: LSE2

XI and PO =ks · XO

F18 (Tai et al., 2002)

PG

Min: LSE3

XI and PO

F19 (Saxena, 2005)

PG
PG

Min: LSE4
P
Min: wi erri

PI and PO

F20 (Rai et al., 2007, 2009)

Flexibility-stiffness

Max: w1 · MSE − (1 − w1 )·

Formulations for quantitative design of CMs
2

PI and PO

Formulations for point flexure problem
F21 (Lee, 2011)

− MSE
Φ

P

ε2i

PI and PO

F22 (Yin and Ananthasuresh, 2003)

Output displacement

Min:

F23 (Deepak et al., 2009; Rahmatalla and
Swan, 2005)

Output displacement

Max: XO1 ,
subjecting to X ∗ ≤ XI2

PI and PO = ks ·XO

F24 (Cardoso and Fonseca, 2004)

Flexibility-stiffness

Max: SE

PI and PO =ks · XO

F25 (Deepak et al., 2009;
Chen and Wang, 2007)

GA*

Max: e

PI and PO

−(GA−GA∗ )2

K11 K22

PI and PO

MSE: Mutual Strain Energy; SE: Strain Energy due to PI and PO , SEO: Strain Energy due to the output force PO with the input port and the support region being fixed, SEI:
Strain Energy due to input force PI with the output port and the support region being fixed, w1 , w2 , . . . , wi : weighting factors, XO−P : the displacement of the output port
perpendicular to the desired direction, erri : Fourier coefficients errors between the desired and actual paths, εi : the strain due to input forces and output forces, Φ: the sum of
local relative rotations, XO1 : output displacement when two springs of high stiffness are connected both at the input and at the output, XI2 : output displacement when only a
2
M
P
P
spring of moderate stiffness is connected to the output, K11 , K22 : the condensed stiffness matrices, LSE1: min Φ = α j [∆out,i, j −∆∗out,i ]2 ; LSE2:
j=0

Φ=

M
P
i=1

[(δXI −δXI∗ )2 +(δyi −δy∗i )2 ], LSE3: Φ =

1
M

M
P
i=1

[(δXI −δXI∗ )2 +(δyi −δy∗i )2 ]

1/2

i=1

, LSE4: Φ = (Qi −PI ) · (Qi −PI ), where Qi denotes the actual deformation of the output port for

the actuation forces Fi while PI is the desired deformation, i = 1, 2, 3,. . ., n; n is number of precision points (the un-deformed output position is not included).
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Formulations for qualitative design of CMs: F1–F14

Within F1–F14, F1–F8 are for the purpose of flexibilitystiffness, while F9–F14 are for mechanical functional requirements, e.g. MA, GA, etc. In F1–F8, the strain energy (SE), a concept commonly used in the structural optimization, is employed. Moreover, these formulations become a trend to design CMs for the so-called flexibilitystiffness purpose: (a) flexibility to undergo desired deformations (kinematic requirement); (b) Stiffness to bear external
loads (structural requirement). Hence, multi-criteria formulations are built to design CMs so that the CMs are flexible
enough to deform and stiff enough to resist loads. The flexibility is always formulated as Mutual Strain Energy (F1, F2,
F3, and F4) which numerically equals output deformation.
Other formulations for flexibility include a variant of MSE
(F5), or mechanical properties, e.g. output energy (F6, F8),
GA (F7). Since stiffness, on the other hand, represents the
compliance of a structure, so stiffness is formulated as SE,
which is essentially the compliance of a structure. The lower
the strain energy, the stiffer the structure. It is preferable to
formulate these criteria in the form of a ratio (F2–F5) than
to formulate them in the form of a summation (F1). With
the form of a ratio of these criteria, there is no need to select
weighting factors, and the multiple criteria have the same importance in the objective function so that none of them will
appear to dominate the combined objective function.
Regarding these multi-criteria formulations (F1–F7), researchers argued that if there was no structural requirement,
the optimal results tended to be infinitely flexible and connections among points of interest could not be assured. However, this is not true for the following reasons: first, from
the viewpoint of the design problems of CMs, stiffness is
not even a primary requirement for a mechanism; therefore,
it is not reasonable to consider it as the primary requirement in formulations, e.g. output forces, output displacement. Second, the reason why connections are not ensured
is that the employed optimization algorithms cannot avoid
topologically disconnected topologies. However, connected
topologies can actually be guaranteed by improving the ability of algorithms instead of considering stiffness in formulations. Lu and Kota (2003) developed a representation of
load path scheme to avoid topological disconnected structures. The scheme excludes topological disconnected structures at the beginning of optimization. Zhou and Ting (2005)
introduced spanning tree theory to weed out invalid disconnected topologies. Third, maximizing stiffness, either explicitly or implicitly, leads to lumped CMs, where point flexures
appear, so that these CMs cannot be manufactured and function well in practical use. The point flexure problem is discussed further in the next section. Fourth, infinitely flexible
topologies can be avoided by considering constraints on input or output displacements, stress, etc. To sum up, stiffness
should not be as important as functional requirements as a
Mech. Sci., 4, 357–369, 2013

criterion of mechanisms, e.g. output forces and output displacements, in the design of CMs.
Ananthasuresh (1994) designed CMs by minimizing SE
(F8) under the case of spring model, where SE equals the
difference of input energy and energy stored in the spring.
The spring model captures the feature of the work-piece the
mechanism works with. The stiffness of the spring is chosen
depending on the stiffness of the work-piece, a hard workpiece can be modeled as a spring with high stiffness and vice
versa. Minimizing SE is actually to find a balance of input
energy (minimizing input energy) and energy stored in the
spring (maximizing energy stored in the spring). The input
energy is determined by the input force and input displacement while the energy stored in the spring is determined by
deformation of the spring (or the output displacement) and
the stiffness of the spring. Comparing with F1–F7, F8 is compact and it gives more reasonable results. However, in F8, a
very careful choice of input force and stiffness of the spring
is required to get reasonable optimal topology. Both of the
input force and the stiffness of the spring need to match each
other so that neither of them dominates the value of SE. Nevertheless, in the practical use of CMs, there is no much space
for designers to pick input forces and work-pieces. Further,
the output displacement is only implicitly included in the objective function while mechanisms are always designed for
explicit displacement requirements.
In F9–F14, instead of being designed for structural properties, i.e. maximized strain energy, CMs are designed purely
for mechanical functional requirements, e.g. output displacement (F9), MA (F10), GA (F11) ME (F12–F14). Sigmund (2002) designed displacement amplifiers by maximizing the output displacement (F9). Both the actuator and
work-piece were modeled as springs. Sigmund (1997) formulated MA (F10) as objective function to design CMs and
two loading conditions were considered, i.e. with gap or
without gap between the CM and the work-piece. Lau et
al. (2001) considered MA (F10), GA (F11) and ME (F12)
as objective functions, respectively. Resistance force due
to work-piece was considered using the spring model. The
properties of obtained topologies were consistent with the
employed objective functions from the viewpoint of mechanical performances. By considering formulations for mechanical functional requirements in the design of CMs, instead
of getting the same results with those for flexibility-stiffness
purpose, optimal topologies, whose performances are consistent with the mechanical functional requirements, can be
obtained. However, there are nonlinear constraints in all the
formulations for MA and GA, which brings difficulty in algorithm convergence and the results suffer from point flexure
problem (Deepak et al., 2009; Wang, 2009b).
Canfield and Frecker (2000) designed compliant displacement amplifier for stack actuators by maximizing ME (F14),
which was the product of GA and MA. GA is measured
under the free displacement condition and the MA is measured under the blocked force condition, and these conditions
www.mech-sci.net/4/357/2013/
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Precision point
Counter load
Desired path

Figure 4. Path with counter loads (Pedersen et al., 2001).

cannot be simultaneously obtained, the defined ME does not
exactly capture the real mechanical efficiency of the system
and it only represents a theoretical maximum (Frecker and
Canfield, 2000). Moreover, even though the spring model is
considered for the work-piece, the resistance force from the
work-piece is not included into the kinematic analysis and it
is only for the calculation of output energy which is stored in
the spring.
For formulations regarding ME, it is not necessary to add
any kinematic constraints, since ME is naturally constrained
to be less than one. From this point of view, it is more convenient to implement the optimization problem of the ME
formulations (F13, F14). However, it is mainly dependent on
the design problems regarding which formulation to select.
Besides the above discussion regarding these formulations, several problems need to be pointed out:
First, the results are all sensitive to the output loads, i.e. the
magnitude of output forces, the stiffness of springs at the output port. Second, the results suffer from point flexure problem and it is essentially common in all formulations. Third,
CMs are designed in a qualitative sense instead of a quantitative sense. However, according to the discussions on DPA to
DPN, CMs are always required to generate exact magnitude
of displacements or forces. Fourth, most formulations specify input forces rather than input displacements. However,
according to the previously defined design problems (DPADPN), not only forces, but also motions could be specified
as inputs of a mechanism. In addition, specifying displacements as inputs have several benefits, i.e. the solutions are
less sensitive to the lower bounds of design variables. Last
but not the least, inputs could also be set design variables
instead of being specified since in the case of large deformation, specifying inputs may result in the missing of possible
optimal topologies of CMs which can generate the motion
required under the actuation of other inputs. This point also
fits to the mechanism kinematic design problem, i.e. in PG
without prescribed timing and MG without prescribed timing design problem, only the output motions are concerned.
Fifth, only translational inputs are considered in these formulations, however, rotational motions or forces are not considered (Eqs. 1 and 2) while rotational inputs or outputs are
essential and common in applications, i.e. optical modulating component modulator (driven by a comb actuator) which
needs a planar angular rotator to control different angles and
to modulate the dissimilar light (Lin and Shih, 2002).
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Formulations for quantitative design of CMs:
F15–F21

Min and Kim (2004) designed CMs for specified magnitude
of GA (F15) so that GA could be controlled directly and
quantitatively. F16–F20 are formulations to design CMs for
path generation based on the previously defined DPB or DPF.
Pedersen et al. (2001) design path-following CMs (F16) so
that the output port passes the precision points due to corresponding input displacements, and it also passes the same
precision points when two separate counter loads (output
forces) are applied at each precision points. One is against
the output direction and one is perpendicular to the output
direction (Fig. 4). The input forces are constrained to upper
limits. A weighted sum of Least Square Errors (LSE), which
is the difference between the desired output displacements
and the obtained output displacement, is formulated for the
synthesis of CMs for PG.
Including the counter loads in this model makes the optimal mechanism stiff enough to resist the counter loads. However the counter load in this model is selected based on the
input/output displacement and the actuator, which is not true.
In reality, the counter load is dependent on the work-piece
the mechanism works with, instead of actuators. In addition,
this model only guarantees the deformation in the desired direction, the deformation in its perpendicular direction is not
concerned so that the output port may not pass through the
precision points even though the error function is very close
to zero.
Saxena and Ananthasuresh (2001) designs CMs for path
generation (F17) with a sum of least square errors (LSE2) in
a x-y coordinate system while the work-piece the CM works
with are modeled as linear springs. Precision points in the design domain are described with an x-y coordinates so that the
output port needs to traverse through points Pi of coordinates
(δXI∗ , δy∗i ) with respect to its undeformed position due to input forces. The work piece at the output port is modeled as
two linear springs. Here, two linear springs are added along
the x and y displacement directions at the output port to simulate the resistance along the linear path. However, like all
other models based on the spring model, the optimal results
highly depend on the stiffness of the two springs. Moreover,
the spring model cannot precisely capture the complicated
interaction between the CM and the work-piece in the case
of path generation.
Tai et al. (2002) designed path following CMs (F18) so
that the output port passed a sequence of precision points on a
path with specified input displacements and specified output
forces (output forces are specified as zero). The magnitudes
of the input displacements were given, and the forces that
needed to generate the input displacements were constrained
to an upper limit. However, the output loads were specified
as zero so that the connections cannot be guaranteed if no
other filter were employed.
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Figure 5. An optimal topology for a compliant gripper from F13
(Deepak et al., 2009).

Figure 6. An optimal topology for a path-following CM from F16

Saxena (2005) designed path following CMs (F19) so that
the output port passed a sequence of precision points on a
path with specified input forces and specified stiffness of
spring at the output port. There were n objectives functions
for n precision points. The multiple objectives were minimized simultaneously, and a set of Pareto optimal solutions
among were obtained. In these solutions, a solution that corresponds to the minimum of each objective existed, and the
solution of the combined summation of all the individual objective functions also existed. This idea may provide designers more choices for desired solution from these Pareto optimal ones. But results showed that all the optimal results
could only capture the trend of the specified path, but could
not be desirably close to the specified path.
The optimal synthesis of mechanisms for path generation
commonly minimizes the sum of error functions, taking the
mean squared distance between the obtained curve and the
desired curve over a number of precision points as the structural error. The error function attempts to compare the shape,
size, orientation, and location of a desired curve with an actually obtained curve all at once thereby simultaneously limiting the search space and making the search intractable.
Besides the LSE functions, Fourier Descriptors method
(Ullah and Kota, 1997) was employed to formulate the objective function (F20) for the path following CMs optimal synthesis by Rai et al. (2007). The Fourier Descriptors objective
function compares purely the shape of two plane curves without being affected by the location, size, or orientation differences between curves. If the shape of the actual obtained
curve is the same as the desired one, by translating, rotating
and scaling the solution mechanism appropriately, without
changing topology of the mechanism, the solution curve can
be made to coincide with the desired curve in shape, position, orientation and size. Apparently this may make the design non-systematic since human interruptions are required
to change the design to meet the function requirements.
We conclude that there are mainly two types of formulations for the design of path-following CMs. One is the formulations based on the LSE and the other is based on the
Fourier Descriptors. Although there are different forms of
LSE functions, the essence in these forms is the same, i.e.
the coordinate differences of precision points on the path.
With the LSE formulation, one can design CMs for any kinds

of output displacement requirements or any kinds of inputoutput relationships. For example, one can design CMs for
linear or nonlinear input-output relationship (Pedersen et al.,
2001; Saxena and Ananthasuresh, 2001); one can also design CMs to follow linear or nonlinear paths (Pedersen et al.,
2001; Saxena, 2005). This is very essential since designers
can directly, precisely and quantitatively control the inputs
and outputs; while F1–F14 are only for the qualitative design
CMs. In contrast, with the formulations based on Fourier Descriptors, one can only design a CM to follow the shape of a
path; thus, this approach is only useful when the shape of a
path is the concern.
In addition, formulations for the design of path-following
CMs also have the same problems as stated as the first, second and fifth points in previous part of this section.
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(Pederson et al., 2001).

3.3

Formulations for point flexure problem

A common problem in the above mentioned formulations is
the presence of point flexures, i.e. two solid elements connect to each other diagonally by one node, as shown in the
circled regions in Figs. 5 and 6. Point flexures undesirable
in CMs since it is impossible to manufacture them, and replacements have to be employed (Yin and Ananthasuresh,
2003). Moreover, even replacements are used, they still suffer high stress, which leads to yield failure, or fatigue failure.
The presence of point flexures leads to a lumped compliant
system whose compliance is concentrated on several local regions as opposed to the desired one called distributed compliant mechanism whose compliance is distributed evenly to the
whole body of the CM. There are methods taking efforts to
design CMs without point flexures by considering alternative
parameterization methods or filters; however, only methods
on alternative formulations are discussed in the paper.
Yin and Ananthasuresh (2003) proposed a method to restrain local, relative rotation with a novel that hopes to make
the local deformation uniform throughout the structure. It
is explained that the optimization algorithm tends to generate point flexures since they undergo for large displacements without the cost of high strain energy, both of which
are just what are desired in the formulations. For example,
in F2, the ratio of output displacement to the strain energy
is maximized, point flexures is just the ideal component that
www.mech-sci.net/4/357/2013/
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can maximize the ratio. With the relative rotation being restrained, the formulation (F22) is able to remove point flexures and give distributed compliant designs. However, this
approach only restrains the relative rotations, which actually limits the degree of lumped compliance but it does not
touch the essence of the problem, i.e. it is the formulation
that prefers to topologies with minimum strain energy in a
CM and maximum displacement at the output port, which
leads to the tendency of lumped compliance, even point
flexures. Restricting the relative rotation can only prevent
the relative rotation but it cannot change the tendency of
lumped compliance.
With the similar explanation for the point flexure problem,
Cardoso and Fonseca (2004) stated that strain energy should
not be minimized since a distributed compliant mechanism
must spend a part of the input energy in the form of strain
energy to deform. Therefore, Cardoso and Fonseca (2004)
maximized the strain energy (F25), imposing kinematic functional requirements as constraints. However, enough strain
energy in the elastic body is only a necessary condition to
be a distributed CM but not a sufficient condition; therefore,
the formulation cannot ensure the removal of point flexures
in optimal topologies. In addition, the specifications of the
design should be very carefully selected, e.g. kinematic constraints, input force and output forces need to be selected
carefully to guarantee distributed CMs without point flexures. Lastly, a CM designed from this formulation has low
ME since the stored strain energy is large inside the elastic
body.
Wang (2009a) developed F26 to eliminate point flexures,
arguing that the true optimum of the optimization problem
as posed was a rigid-body linkage with revolute joints. More
specifically, a kinematically permissible solution can generate large output displacement and has minimum strain energy; therefore, the optimization algorithm tends to generate
solutions that closely imitate a rigid-body linkage by means
of point flexures. Wang (2009a) also found three necessary
conditions on the derived input stiffness matrix KI , output
stiffness matrix KO and strucrue stiffness matrix KS from
the mechanism stiffness matrix Km which was ultimately
from the global stiffness matrix. Both KI and KO have to
be non-singular to ensure point flexure-free. For example, if
any of KI and KO is singular, the Km is semi-definite so that
the mechanism’s structure permits an internal rigid-body displacement mode which results in point flexures in the optimal design. Thus, it is necessary to eliminate any rigid-body
displacement mode in the CM to avoid any point flexures by
maintaining KI and KO non-singular. These necessary conditions are formulated into F26. However, the presence of
lumped compliance or point flexures cannot be completely
prevented, since it similarly restrains the rigid-body motion.
Wang (2009a) and Yin and Ananthasuresh (2003) shared
the same idea, i.e. to restrain the motion; however, they did
not change the tendency of lumped compliance. In addition,
Deepak et al. (2009) also found that when the mechanical
www.mech-sci.net/4/357/2013/
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specification was not set properly, e.g. the desired GA was
too large, point flexures still appeared in the optimum.
Lee (2011) designed CMs with a strain based formulation.
He argued that in the conventional strain energy based formulation, an element with large strain but low material density had no priority to get more material distribution even
though it was supposed to get more, which leaded to localized deformation or even point flexures. Thus, a strain based
formulation (F21) was developed to eliminate this distortion
by formulating the strain rather than strain energy of each
element in the objective function. The new formulation reduced localized high deformation in CMs in some degree but
the presence of point flexures was still hard to be avoided in
the demonstrated examples.
The underlying reasons for the presence of point flexures
in the topological design of CMs are still in debate in the
literature, and a variety of formulations have been taken to
deal with this problem. However, most of the formulations,
though with more criteria, are still based on the conventional
formulations, which tend to generate point flexures. Thus, no
universal formulation in the literature completely avoids this
problem. Efforts must be taken to find out new formulations
which are not limited by the ideas behind conventional formulations.

4

Conclusions and future work

In the literature, CMs have been mostly designed for the balance of flexibility and stiffness, and maximized MA, GA or
ME. However, design problems and formulations as defined
with these attributes are not the main streams of design problems of mechanisms, i.e. FG, PG and MG. Thus, general
Design Problems (DPA∼DPL) of CMs through the TO are
defined in this paper due to the lack of comprehensive definitions for design problems of CMs in the literature. Typical
design problems of rigid body mechanisms, i.e. FG, PG and
MG, are extended to the design problems of CMs based on
DPA∼DPL.
Boundary conditions or working conditions that have been
considered in the literature are also reviewed. The spring
model captures the behaviour of actuators or work-piece and
it has been widely accepted in the literature. However, the optimal results are highly dependent on the stiffness of springs
(Wang, 2009b; Luo et al., 2005) so that the optimal CMs can
only work properly with work-pieces which have the same
stiffness as the one in the design specification, while in practice a CM may interact with different work-pieces. In addition, the modeling of work-pieces or actuators needs to be
improved and rotational motions or forces need to be considered since only translational motions or forces have been
considered in the literature.
Future work regarding boundary conditions lies in: (1) the
accurate modeling of work-pieces in the case of path generation and motion generation CMs; (2) the design of CMs
Mech. Sci., 4, 357–369, 2013
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which are not sensitive to the stiffness of work-piece or actuators; (3) the design of CMs with variable boundaries conditions, e.g. consider input force as an design variable or support regions as an design variable, etc; (4) consider rotational
inputs and outputs; (5) the design of CMs with specified actuators and output forces, i.e. the design specification ➂.
Functional requirements and the associated formulations
(F1–F25) in the literature are comprehensively reviewed
along with their limitations. Based on whether the output is
controlled quantitatively or not, the formulations can be categorized into two types: (1) formulations for quantitative design of CMs; (2) formulations for qualitative design of CMs.
In addition, formulations that aim to solve the point flexure
problem are also discussed. Formulations for the qualitative
design of CMs cannot satisfy the defined design problems
while formulations for the design of path following CMs
partly satisfy the defined design problem in some degree although it is incomplete, and the improvement of the modeling of actuators and work-pieces is still in demand.
Lastly, an overview of the formulations for the point flexure problem is presented. Most of these formulations, although with more criteria, are still based on the conventional
formulations, generating point flexures in results. Thus, no
universal formulation yet in the literature ensures point
flexure-free results. New formulations, point flexure-free by
their nature, need to be developed in the future.
Table A1. List of abbreviations.

CM
TO
FCBPSS
ME
MA
GA
FG
PG
MG
DPA (B,C,. . .L)
F1 (2,3,. . .,25)
LSE
MSE
SE

Compliant Mechanism
Topology Optimization
Function, Context, Behaviour,
Principle, Structure, State
Mechanical Efficiency
Mechanical Advantage
Geometrical Advantage
Function Generation
Path Generation
Motion Generation
Design Problem A (B,C,. . .L)
Formulation 1 (2,3,. . .,25)
Least Square Error
Mutual Strain Energy
Strain Energy
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